Two states of local noncommutative momentum, P 
I. INTRODUCTION
With the various phenomenological implications from noncommutative QED approach [1] [2] [3] [4] , a next step has been naturally taken to describe electroweak-related phenomena such as predictions on Higgs mass and top quark mass [5, 6] . Toward beyond standard model in noncommutative approaches, we would like to quote few of them such as the works, based on noncommutative geometry [7, 8] , focused on low energy limit of theory due to spontaneous Lorentz symmetry violation [9] , elaborated on Higgs structure [10] and the comprehensive work by resolving the problem of charge quantization [11] . One of common concern is in the noncommutative effect on the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking within the general context of standard model.
In local noncommutative approach [12] , the mechanism seems to be differently included in electroweak theory since the Lorentz symmetry breaking function is already included in motion [16] . To check the statement, at least two things should be proved. One is the fermion mass and the other is the mass of gauge bosons. In this work, we demonstrate that a new kind gauge structure, global SU(2) L∓,R∓ , permits the mass term of fermion without Yukawa coupling if an approximation regarding to experimental condition of incident polarized beam is taken. In section 2, two states of local noncommutative momentum are interpreted as measurable retarded and advanced motions due to spin. In section 3, Corresponding spin projection operators are constructed. In section 4, by applying the operators to leptonic part of electroweak Lagrangian with a minor modification, we show that the fermion mass do exist. A method with gauge fields is proposed to test the concept with a quantitative estimation of overall weight for corresponding collision processes.
II. RETARDED AND ADVANCED MOTION DUE TO SPIN POLARIZATION
The starting idea to find a prototype solution for noncommutative linear motion [12] is to separate total wavefunction to Abelian and Non-Abelian parts by following the corresponding separation of total differential operator. We found two things should be corrected in the separation process regarding to overall normalization. First, normalized metric tensor is necessary to redefine such as
without overall normalization factor √ m ∓ · m ∓ /m 0 to give the consistent results, g
, with N = −1, +3 for R = −, +. Second, Abelian part of noncommutative momentum alone is required to be invariant under Abelian Lorentz transformation, independent on Non-Abelian boost. Since the Abelian momentum alone does not maintain the invariance for given isospin velocity, we redefine it by absorbing the non-invariance into the overall normalization factor which includes the normalization factor used in metric tensor.
with overall normalization factor
From the correction on normalization factor, the normalized Abelian momentum become invariant P
, which is independent on the internal boost, by reflecting separation of variables. Up to now we have been used the antisymmetric and symmetric momentum for given sign R = −, + with an interpretation of exchange of isospin indices α, β by following the definition of fourth rank field tensor in [13] . To find a more concrete interpretation, it is necessary to look into details of normalized velocity.
Since the angles of spin coordinate in the normalized mass 4-vector is same as laboratory angles when choosing reference direction as longitudinal polarization [16] , the normalized velocity can be measured in ordinary laboratory coordinate, for antisymmetric part,
and for symmetric part,
To give a definite state, the specification of momentum and spin polarization, on the particle, we take high-energy limit, β → 1, and longitudinal polarization with right-handed case for simplicity. Using the determined form of normalized mass 4-vector in the case with Lorentz symmetry breaking function f (ǫ) = 0, and m θ = m ϕ = 0 for simplicity [13] , we find
We may take further simplification with a special case, m β /m 0 = 1,
which means that the symmetric particle moves faster than the antisymmetric particle along the same longitudinal direction,β. In other wards, if we send a beam with right-handed longitudinal polarization without separation of two states to a target position, then particles with symmetric normalized state arrived first and then some time later particles with antisymmetric normalized state arrived at the target position, in the specified case. Therefore, we draw an identification that symmetric normalized momentum as a retarded momentum and antisymmetric normalized momentum as a advanced momentum. If we release the restriction m θ = m ϕ = 0 for three dimension case, then the retarded particle hit at a point in second quarter plane and the advanced particle hit at the approximately opposite position in fourth quarter plane, i.e., the spatial and the temporal separations of the two states for given momentum and spin polarization. The precise magnitude of the separation very depends on momentum, spin direction and isospin velocity, ǫ, in general [18] so that it is hard to say which state is retarded or advanced without specification on the three variables. For convenience on notation, however, we would like to define the antisymmetric case, R = −, as retarded and the symmetric case, R = +, as advanced. It should be noted that the notions, retarded and advanced, drew in this work is solely originated from spin which is independent on same concept in special relativity. We may find three consequences: First, a fermion specified with momentum, spin, and isospin velocity, does not follow an exact linear path even though it is supposed to be in linear motion. The deviation is depending on the specified retarded or advanced states. Second, each left-handed and right-handed polarizations are split into the two states regardless of isospin. It can be extended to arbitrary polarization state [18] . Third, the new degree of freedom does not follow an exact symmetry such as
Physical results due to the new degree of freedom may be clearly seen by working on three projection operators with the normalized energy-momentum, the normalized spin and the retarded and advanced left-handed and right-handed polarizations.
III. PROJECTION OPERATORS
In the previous work [12] , a prototype form of normalized spinor is presented with inclusion of isospin polarization. In this section, we continue the investigation on the solution structure mainly focusing on four projection operators, the energy-momentum, spin, the isospin, and the retarded and advanced. The energy-momentum projection operator may be easily constructed following same process in Dirac equation.
which projects out the normalized positive or negative energy eigenstates for each retarded and advanced states, −, +. Using P
which means
The relations in second line reflects the non-exact symmetry of the normalized momentum, , s ∓ ). It is a delicate problem since we need to define again spin polarizations with our starting point, the known spin polarization vector s µ = (s 0 , s). Intuitively, we could define it from the definition of noncommutative momentum using spin boost transformation law for total noncommutative spin state [13] . However we observed that the way cannot be used due to different mass normalization. By considering the separation of variables in this case, we directly construct the normalized spin for the separated normalized momentum by taking the spin relations as definition of retarded and advanced spin polarizations.
We write, for given β
, and the normalization factor for retarded and advanced
andŝ ∓ =ŝ, in general. It seems reasonable to callŝ − =β − as retarded longitudinal polarization andŝ + =β + as advanced longitudinal polarization. Then the corresponding spin projection operators are given by
which means the ordinary right-handed spin projection operator is spit to
and for left-handed spin projection operator,
It is observed that multiplication satisfy the same rule of unsepearated polarization if same retarded or advanced operator is followed in opposite direction.
Therefore Abelian part of noncommutative linear motion [12] for retarded or advanced states
decides a complete structure of localized wavepackets at x
For Non-Abelian part of noncommutative linear motion, a prototype solution is also presented in previous work [12] . There are still some problems to be cleared. The two components isospin wavefunctions in 4-vector form is decided at rectangular coordinate in ispspin space. However working in spherical polar coordinate is also possible. A main question on the wavefunction structure is how to derive left-handed neutrino from the wavefunction. Another difficulty is to find a suitable normalization of total wavefunction for variable β which exists both in Abelian part and in non-Abelian part. Even though the problems, there is an useful result such as four components of invariant mass 4-vector, m ν , are now connected each other by four eigenvalue equations. The result means there is just one free parameter, ǫ, in the free motion, i.e., m ν = m ν (ǫ). Since the difficulties do not affect on the two components structure of isospin wavefunctions, it is possible to construct the relevant isospin projection operators for given 4-vector isospin wavefunction, χ αr (β, I) = G(β)w αr (I),
where α = 0, 1, 2, 3, I α (ǫ) = τ α ǫ p (ǫ + τ · I), I is an isospin polarization vector, b α = m α /m 0 . The positive and negative eigenvalues, the isospin polarization, are projected out with ǫ r = +, −, for r = 1, 2, as in positive-and negative-energy in Abelian motion. Since the all projection operators for noncommutative linear motion are given, it seems desirable to test the theory with an application to electroweak structure. To proceed, we use the constructed Abelian spinor only in combination with known weak isospin doublet and known gauge fields since the two parts in our theory are still required to elaborate. Therefore we consider only leptonic part of electroweak Lagrangian including fermion mass term, the main interest in this paper.
IV. FERMION MASS IN ELECTROWEAK LAGRANGIAN
The first thing may be to find retarded and advanced left-handed and right-handed polarization operators in the high-energy limit as usual. With a simple process, we find
Since now there are two states in a polarization with corresponding momentum, P
, which depends on two variables, β and ǫ, the usual high-energy limit, β → 1, defines only main part of total motion. Thus we define the total high-energy limit as β ∓ → β 0 ∓ in connection with definition of total rest state, β 0 ∓ = 0. In the limit, the spin becomes
where the normalized factor in the total high-energy limit, n ∓ = N s∓ /N ∓ . The left-handed and right-handed operators can be extracted
with ǫ 1 = ∓. Since so far an incident beam is prepared without separation of the two states, the retarded and advanced in a polarization, we need to prepare the combined state by reflecting the situation on measured data.
for left-handed and right-handed polarizations, respectively. It should be noted that the normalization factor, n ∓ , has different values depending on spin direction. Therefore we need to calculate it explicitly in each polarization direction for given retarded and advanced states in the total high-energy limit. Using the equations, (29), (31), (33) and (34), in reference [17] for left-handed, right-handed for each retarded and advanced states in the high-energy limit β → 1, we find
with
Since main interest is in a polarization effect on fermion mass, we take an approximation for simplicity by setting m β /m
x 3 , the polarization contributions may be approximated
x 2 . Therefore we have finally spin operators for left-handed and right-handed polarization within first order of δ.
R ψ, and ψ as the corresponding electroweak isospin doublet, we try to apply the operators in the leptonic part of electroweak Lagrangian a minor modification due to fermion mass
with the projected mass,
(1 − τ z )m 0 , and the isoscalar part of invariant mass 4-vector m 0 . Remaining process is well-known and straightforward. We write
The effect of modified left-and right-handed operators may be easily seen by expressing it with original Lagrangian, L 0 leptons ,
The fermion mass term requires a precise explanation. Without approximation of projection operators, the mass term contains eight terms of retarded and advanced spinors,
+ē L+ e L+ +ē R− e R− +ē R− e R+ +ē R+ e R− +ē R+ e R+ . Of them, the four terms of same retarded or advanced states do not contribute. Remaining contribution becomes,ē ′ e ′ =ē L− e L+ +ē L+ e L− +ē R− e R+ +ē R+ e R− , which reflects that the global SU(2) L∓,R∓ invariance forbids the fermion mass term, as expected. However, point is in experimental situation not in theory. Since any incident beam has been, so far, prepared without separation of the retarded and advanced states in a left-or righthanded polarization, total contribution to mixed state of a polarization approximately allows mass term to the left-or right-handed polarized beam. Therefore, it is permissible to use the described approximation on spin projection operators for the mixed state, 
Since we already know δ = 1 4
2 , the correction can be expressed in terms of Lorentz symmetry breaking function, f (ǫ).
To compare the magnitude, it is necessary to normalize each bare fermion lines, for example, e → e ′ / √ 1 − δ → e, as usual. The fermion mass also becomes m e = m 0 e /(1 − δ). Then final form of modified Lagrangian is given by
It is interesting to evaluate the magnitude of modification. Since the Lorentz symmetry breaking function is related to weak mixing angle through the isospin velocity ǫ [16] [14, 15] as an input value. Then it is possible to present an evaluated magnitude of expected contribution to standard model at electroweak scale. In brief, we note that the approximation process holds within order of 10 −3 but not exactly since we have been used an assumption regarding to mass, m ∓ ·m ∓ = 1 2 m 2 0 , we believe that to find better than 1/1000, the theory should include isovector parts of fermion 4-vector spinor [12] . There is no touch on gauge fields and isospinor in this work since we just interest on fermion mass term. In next search, we hope to include the remaining part if it is. If there is a full study on the subject, then the concept of SU(2) L∓ × U(1) Y ∓ may be testable in precision to each collision processes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the fermion mass exists in leptonic part of electroweak theory without Yukawa coupling if the retarded and advanced states of a polarization do exist in reality. We suggest that, at current or next collider energies, status of m eē e be directly testable by checking the existence of six events,ē R A / γ e L ,ē R Z / 0 e L ,ē L A / γ e R , e L Z / 0 e R ,ν L W / + e R ,ē R W / − ν L .
